CDG DIVERSITY COMMITTEE AAPI RESOURCE PAGES

We acknowledge this is a work in progress and by no means a comprehensive representation of the entire AAPI community. It is meant to be a living document for all of us to begin our conversations about how we can work together in a more impactful, inclusive and informed way.

We welcome your input for future iterations of this list.

PODCASTS
Asian Americana
They Call Us Bruce
Asian Enough
ARTS: Asians Redefining Their Success
See Something Say Something
Making Contact
More Perfect

NEWS & ENTERTAINMENT
Nextshark
Asian Americans Now
Asian American Arts Alliance
Visual Communications
Center for Asian American Media
Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment / CAPE USA
Asian AF
Angry Asian Man

COMMUNITY + SOCIAL JUSTICE
ORGANIZATIONS
Koreatown Youth & Community Center
Korean American Family Services
Chinatown Service Center
Asian Youth Center
Cambodian Association of America
Empowering Pacific Islander Communities
Search to Involve Filipino Americans
Thai Community Development Center
Little Tokyo Service Center
Liberty in North Korea
MEKONG NYC
CAAV
Womankind
National Asian Pacific American Families Against Substance Abuse
National Council on Asian Pacific Americans
Asian Americans Advancing Justice - AAJC

COMMUNITY + SOCIAL JUSTICE
ORGANIZATIONS continued
Koreatown Youth & Community Center
Korean American Family Services
Chinatown Service Center
Asian Youth Center
Cambodian Association of America
Empowering Pacific Islander Communities
Search to Involve Filipino Americans
Thai Community Development Center
Little Tokyo Service Center
Liberty in North Korea
MEKONG NYC
CAAV
Womankind
National Asian Pacific American Families Against Substance Abuse
National Council on Asian Pacific Americans
Asian Americans Advancing Justice - AAJC

FILM
In Between Days (Korean American)
The Joy Luck Club (Chinese American)
Mississippi Masala (Indian American + Multiracial love)
The Wedding Banquet (Taiwanese American + LGBTQ)
Yellow Rose (Filipino American)
Snow Falling on Cedars (Japanese American Story)
The Namesake (Indian American)
Chungking Express (Chinese American)
Better Luck Tomorrow (AAPI)
In the Family (Chinese American)
Chan is Missing (Chinese American)
Spa Night (Korean American LGBTQ)
Saving Face (Chinese American LGBTQ)
Journey from the Fall (Vietnamese American)
Colma: The Musical (AAPI)
Gook (Korean American)
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**FILM continued**

- The Motel (Korea)
- The Big Sick (Pakistani American)
- Reluctant Fundamentalist (Pakistani American)
- Always Be My Maybe (AAPI)
- The Half of It (Chinese American)
- The Farewell (Chinese American)
- First They Killed My Father (Cambodian American)
- Crazy Rich Asians (Chinese American)
- Okja (Korean American)
- Minari (Korean American)
- Driveways (Korean American)
- My Blueberry Nights (Hong Kong Chinese, American)
- Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (Hong Kong Chinese, Taiwanese, American)

**INTERNATIONAL FILM & TV**

- Ju Dou (Chinese, Japanese)
- In the Mood for Love (Hong Kong Chinese)
- Chungking Express (Hong Kong Chinese)
- 2046 (Hong Kong Chinese)
- Farewell my Concubine (Chinese)
- English Vinglish (Indian)
- Parasite (Korean)
- The Handmaiden (Korean)
- The Life of Pi (Indian, Canadian, Japanese + Taiwanese Director)
- 14 Days, 12 Nights (Quebecois, Vietnamese)
- Double Happiness (Chinese, Canadian, + Korean Actress)
- East is East (Pakistani, British)
- Bhaji on the Beach (British-Asian / Indian)
- My Beautiful Laundrette (British-Asian / Pakistani)
- Monsieur Lazhar (Quebecois, Afghan)
- Raise the Red Lantern (Hong Kong Chinese, Taiwanese)
- Veins of the World (Mongolian, German)
- Running to the Sky (Kyrgyz)
- The Adopted Son / Beshkempir (Kyrgyz)
- Last Life in the Universe (Thai)
- Sense8 (India, Korea, American + across the globe TV)
- Kim’s Convenience (Canadian TV Series)
- Bend it Like Beckham (Indian / British)
- Goodness Gracious Me (British-Asian)
- Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives (Thai)

**TV / SERIES**

- Fresh off the Boat (Iranian American Showrunner, Taiwanese Family Story)
- Pen15 (One of the creators and stars is Japanese American)
- Killing Eve (Lead actress is Korean / Canadian)
- The Terror: Infamy (Japanese American)
- Awkwafina is Nora from Queens (Chinese American)
- Warrior (Chinese American)

**DOCUMENTARIES**

- Asian Americans
- Ancestors in the Americas
- Hollywood Chinese
- The Grace Lee Project (Chinese American)
- Refugee (Cambodian)
- Abacus: Small Enough to Jail (Chinese American Story)
- The Search for General Tso
- Who Killed Vincent Chin?
- Seadrift (Vietnamese American)
- The Vietnam War by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick

**BOOKS / POETRY**

- The Committed // Viet Thanh Nguyen (Vietnamese American)
- The Kite Runner // Khaled Hosseini (Afghani American)
- The Joy Luck Club // Amy Tan (Chinese American)
- The Making of Asian America: A History // Erika Lee
- Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning // Cathy Park Hong (Korean American)
- Hip Hop Desis: South Asian Americans, Blackness, and a Global Race Consciousness // Nitasha Sharma (Indian American)
- Southland // Nina Revoyr (Japanese American)
- The Sympathizer // Viet Thanh Nguyen (Vietnamese American)
- We Too Sing America // Deepa Iyer (Indian American)
- The Making of Asian America: A History // Erika Lee
- Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning // Cathy Park Hong (Korean American)
- We Gon' Be Alright // Jeff Chang (Hawaiian + Chinese American)
- On Gold Mountain // Lisa See (Chinese American)
- Hollywood Chinese // Arthur Dong (Chinese American)
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BOOKS / POETRY

Pachinko // Min Jin Lee (Korean American)
Pidgin Eye // Joe Balaz (Hawaiian)
Marriage of a Thousand Lies // S.J. Sindu (Sri Lankan-American and LGBTQ)
Internment // Samira Ahmed (Indian American)
The Color of Success: Asian Americans and the Origins of the Model Minority // Ellen Wu
Where is Your Body? And Other Essays on Race, Gender, and the Law // Mari Matsuda (Critical Race and Gender Theory Japanese American Author)
American Born Chinese // Gene Luen
The Interpreter of Maladies // Jhumpa Lahiri (Indian American)
The Namesake // Jhumpa Lahiri (Indian American)
On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous // Ocean Vuong (Vietnamese/Kinh American)
Night Sky With Exit Wounds // Ocean Vuong (Vietnamese/Kinh American)
Woman, Native, Other: Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism // Trinh Minh-Ha (Vietnamese American)
The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down // Anne Fadiman (Hmong American story)
Inside Out & Back Again // Thanhha Lai (Vietnamese American)
*Persepolis // Marjane Satrapi (French Persian)*

ARTICLES

What This Wave of Anti-Asian Violence Reveals About America
The Stories We Tell, and Don’t Tell, About Asian-American Lives
I Will Not Stand Silent: 10 Asian Americans Reflect on Racism During the Pandemic and the Need for Equality
The George Floyd Protests: A Guide to Practicing Anti-Racism as an Asian Ally
Asian Americans need to talk about anti-blackness in our communities
30 Practical Ways You Can Help Fight Racism (and other -isms) in the Film Industry
Understanding Our Perceptions of Asian Americans
Growing Up Hmong American: Truancy Policy and Girls By MayKao Yangblongsua Hang
Asian Americans Are the Least Likely Group in the U.S. to Be Promoted to Management
Stereotypes of Asian American Students, ERIC Digest.

ARTICLES continued

After 50 years of ‘Asian American,’ advocates say the term is ‘more essential than ever’
Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color

MENTAL HEALTH

Asian Mental Health Collective
Pacific Asian Counseling Services
Asian Pacific Counseling and Treatment Center
Asian American Drug Abuse Program
Brown Girl Therapy

LGBTQIA+

Asian Pride Project
Asian & Pacific Islanders for LGBTQ Equality
The National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance (NQAPIA) Coming Out: Living Authentically as LGBTQ Asian and Pacific Islander Americans
The Visibility Project

PEOPLE TO FOLLOW

AAPI Women Lead
The Asian Fashion Archive
Asians for Black Lives
Hoda Katebi
Rupi Kaur
Michelle Kim
angryasianfeminist
Asians4antiracism
Asian American Advocacy Fund
Angry Asian Man
Asian American Life
Asian Americans Now
Dear Asian Youth
HuffPost Asian Voices
#UnapologeticallyAsian
Klown For Black Lives
SegregASIAN
Liz Kleinrock
Smithsonian APA Center
NBC Asian America
Varshini Prakash
Mitzi Jonelle Tan
Padma Lakshmi